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Part One 
The green display of the digital alarm clock clicked over to 6.50am, setting the radio off and a local 
station blared out banalities at breakfast. Lloyd robotically rolled back the duvet, reached out a long, 
lanky leg and levered himself off the bed, all crinkled and creased and half asleep. He stooped and 
shuffled out of the bedroom, mindful of the top of the doorframe. 

Making his way across the landing, Lloyd smelled the warm, damp air rising from beneath the 
bathroom door. Mum was in the shower, la-la-laaing to herself. From the occasional muffled ‘writing 
on the wall’ he guessed it was a Stevie Wonder number. 

A shout came from the bathroom. “I’ve left out some cereal on the table for your breakfast, I’ll be 
down in a minute and sort you some toast out,” said his Mum, making her voice heard over the 
splashing sounds of the shower and through the door. He had no idea how she knew he was up but 
he’d come to expect his mother’s acute sense of hearing. 

Catherine was Lloyd’s Mum. She had been for the 14 years he’d been alive. She was also very much 
his Dad, brother, sister, and guardian angel. She listened when Lloyd stood in stoic silence, provided 
a shoulder to lean on when his head got too heavy, kept him in clothes and provided the food for his 
insatiable appetite. She was always bright, cheery, and full of chatter, especially in the mornings. In 
comparison Lloyd was sullen and introverted, rarely breaking into voice, and never forming a 
sentence if a grunt or nod would do. To many, Lloyd’s quietness was put down to being a typical 
surly teenager and that he would ‘grow out of it’. In many ways he was probably just a typical 14 
year old; except he was six feet six inches tall and still growing. 

While most children had a growth spurt, Lloyd’s had been steady and relentless. It had taken him 
from an average height secondary schoolboy at the age of 11, to a giant in less than three years. 
He’d grown well over a foot in those three years, all of it upwards, tall and thin like a telegraph pole. 
A beanpole of a child, Lloyd dwarfed not only all the other pupils in the school, including those in 
year 11, he also towered over the teachers, dinner ladies, and even the caretaker. 

But with this tallness came pain and problems. When the pain was at its weakest Lloyd could feel a 
dull throbbing in the marrow of his bones. When it was at its worst, the pain burned like a bonfire, 
feeding a fire at the very core of his bones. Lloyd was sure he could feel his bones growing inside his 
body, his skeleton pushing out from his skin like an acorn sending out its first shoot through the soil 
to the world above. His skin was as tight as a snare drum against his bones, every under-developed 
muscle visible and defined through the flesh. The only respite he got was when he ate. His body 
devoured calories, using them to feed the fire that burned within his bones. Because of it, Lloyd saw 
food as fuel, he gave little thought to taste and texture, what was ‘good for you’ or healthy. He ate 
through necessity, so he could think of something else instead of the pain of his limbs expanding 
inside. 

At first the pain had been so great he’d missed days of school. But eventually he stopped 
complaining and focused on the pain, never ignoring it just focusing solely on it and willing it away, 
taking on the burden himself and never shirking the responsibility. 
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As food soothed the pain, his Mum prepared him an arsenal of food every day. Lloyd would take 
boxes of sandwiches, party-sized bags of crisps, chocolate bars, fruit and sweets to school just to get 
him through the day. He grazed constantly, focussing on keeping the pain at bay and giving scant 
thought to school life going on around him. 

But this intense focus on the growing pains meant Lloyd was missing out on growing-up. He no 
longer hung around with his primary school friends, didn’t play football on the playground or hang 
around the library with the geeks. Instead he found a quiet corner and ate, his legs furled beneath 
him to keep him camouflaged and out of people’s line of sight and eventually people had learnt to 
leave him alone. 

As he made his way into the kitchen, he saw that as ever Mum had been there already, leaving out 
Weetabix and cornflakes along with his breakfast bowl. In most households this bowl would’ve been 
used for mixing cakes but it was the only size that could fit Lloyd’s daily first breakfast of six oblongs 
of Weetabix covered in cornflakes and drowned in pints of milk. 

Like a combine harvester wading through a field of ripe corn, Lloyd made his way methodically 
through the milk and cereal mixture. His face close to the bowl, rhythmically shovelling spoonfuls 
into his mouth, before drinking down the last sweet, wheaty concoction in one long draught as his 
towel-turbaned mother appeared at the door of the kitchen. 

“Shower’s free, love. I’ll make your toast for the walk to school for when you’re done. Oh and Lloyd,” 
Catherine pointed at her upper lip, “you’ve a milk moustache honey”. Lloyd swept the back of hand 
across the stain and wandered back upstairs to shower. 

Most people stood in the shower. If Lloyd stood up the shower head only reached the bottom of his 
neck. The only way Lloyd could get his entire body wet was to sit down in the bath and let the 
shower fall from a height. Lloyd had come to enjoy the warm water falling onto his body. Just him 
and the water, his stomach full from breakfast and the warm water and suds creating scented 
relaxation. He would let the water fall on the back of his head, a hypnotic cascade that drummed out 
all the tall thoughts. It was one of the few times Lloyd would relax and let his mind wander and 
daydream. He wondered what it would be like to stand on a tropical island and dance in warm 
monsoon rain. Lloyd had never been on a plane. He’d never even left England and could only 
remember seeing the sea twice. They’d never had much money and what extra Mum had now was 
spent on new clothes and all the extra food it took to keep Lloyd’s fire quenched. On the odd 
occasion that he thought about it, Lloyd felt guilty that Mum gave him so much yet there was so 
little he could do to help. It took nearly all the effort he had to keep the pain at bay. 

Now dressed for school, Lloyd was in the kitchen helping his Mum pack his three lunch boxes for 
school. Being 14 and six and a half feet, finding school uniform to fit was difficult; the shirt was fine 
for length on the body and the arms but you could’ve got two of Lloyd in the gaping collar and 
Catherine had sewn an extra set of buttons on the cuffs to make sure they fastened tighter at the 
wrist. The pains of being a shooting sapling were hard to hide. 

Catherine was buttering toast for Lloyd’s second breakfast that he would eat on the walk to school. 
While they now had a routine going, it was always a lot of work and endless worry about money and 
Lloyd's condition. She had never been more frightened as when Lloyd had first started growing and 
being in constant pain. It had been scarier even than when Lloyd’s dad had walked out when she was 
seven months pregnant. He said he was just going out to play football, carrying his usual holdall. 
When he hadn’t returned a few hours later she presumed he was in the pub. When he wasn’t back 
in the morning she knew he’d gone, even before he checked his clothing. 
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“Your Grandad will be here when you get in, as its Thursday and we have late night opening. He’ll 
have something good for your tea,” said Catherine, handing him the last of his toast, buttered sides 
together so as not to get his clothes greasy. 

Lloyd bent at the knees so Mum could give him a peck on the cheek. At only five feet two inches, 
Lloyd was nearly a foot and a half taller than her. He’d tried to rebel against the daily peck, but had 
given it up as a fight he was never going to win. She may be smaller, but she was still to be obeyed. 

A duck under the frame and a step out of the front door and Lloyd was striding out for school. Along 
rows of terraces and under a canopy of satellite dishes encroaching into his headspace. Row upon 
row of houses receiving their invisible signals, invading front rooms, bedrooms and kitchens where 
couch potatoes cooked ready meals and drank fizzy drinks, growing ever outwards as Lloyd would 
only grow forever up. Down alleyways and across shortcuts and cut throughs; avoiding silent dogs 
and passive cats, Lloyd’s long lope ate up the yards. 

He hadn’t always walked to school. Like a lot of the other kids, Lloyd used to take the bus but as his 
height grew and the pain worsened, so did the bus journey. He struggled to get into the seats, his 
long legs protruding into the aisle. The upstairs soon became a no-go area for someone of his height 
as even when he bent down, his shoulders still came up to the roof. After a while it was simpler just 
to walk the mile or so to the school gates. He even realised that he was saving his mum money on 
the bus fare, which when he thought about how much she sacrificed for him, made him feel as if he 
was giving something back. 

Joining the stream of fellow pupils through the open gates, Lloyd finished the last of the toast, 
rubbed his hands together then on the back of his trousers to get rid of the buttery grease and 
wandered off to his silent corner of the playground to await the school bell. 

 

Part 2 
The relentless growing started midway through year seven. The first year had been the worst, when 
he was unaccustomed to the pain. Lloyd would cry and scream and had endless visits to the local 
hospital to be poked and prodded by doctors. When they were stumped for an explanation, Lloyd 
had been referred on up the knowledge chain to the bespectacled professors at the big children’s 
hospital in the city. Here they took samples and measurements, endless x-rays of bones and joints, 
hours spent under the stuttering and hammering of the MRI scanner, his young body pounded by 
every weapon in the clinician’s arsenal, but nothing was conclusive. Nothing definite came from the 
blood or the biopsies, no solace was found under the microscope and nothing was turned up in the 
mass spectrometer. The consultants and nurses couldn’t prove anything and Catherine finally got 
fed up with their endless requests for ‘more tests’ which meant more days off work to accompany 
Lloyd. Eventually she told them ‘no more’ and they returned back to their life and learned how to 
cope. 

Between them Catherine and Lloyd eventually realised that food sated the growing pains for a while 
which gave Lloyd a chance to learn to deal with it himself. He began to learn how to blank the pain 
from his mind but it took most of his concentration and came at the detriment of his school work 
and friendships. Since then, they’d both settled into a routine; Lloyd’s day was centred around food 
and school, while Catherine’s was centred around Lloyd, making sure he was fed and had food to 
keep him going and then working to buy food and clothing for Lloyd. 
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At school, Lloyd tried to keep his head down and out of sight. For someone who was a foot taller 
than anyone else in the school, including the teachers, it was quite difficult to do. Learning to ignore 
the name calling, the looks and the laughing was quite easy as he was so focused on ignoring the 
pain, he had little time for other taunts. However, this introspection came at a cost and Lloyd’s 
friends drifted away one by one, the taller and less communicative he became. He’d become so 
good at the silent treatment that even the bullies had given up picking on him and the PE teacher 
had stopped asking to try out for the goalkeeping position for the football team, play in the second 
row in the rugby team and any position he wanted in the basketball team. Lloyd had become the 
tallest but most invisible pupil the school had ever had. 

However, Lloyd did fit into the school in one way. Like every pupil, Lloyd had a nickname and on the 
odd occasion that he came into view he was invariably called by it. 

Lloyd  got his following a history lesson. It had been a double period in which the growing pains had 
been so unbearable that he’d briefly passed out while sat in his chair. He was sure that this time his 
phalanges would break out of his skin, he could sense them pushing against the very tips of his 
fingers; he expected the bones to burst through. Somehow, he’d made it through the class and as 
the bell rang to mark the end of the lesson Lloyd staggered to the door. On the way into the room he 
had been able to fit through the door just without banging his head but on his exit the rapid growth 
he’d felt in the previous hour had been the difference being too tall. On his leaving he had 
connected with the frame, fallen back into the classroom and sprawled out on the floor. It was one 
of the many painful lessons Lloyd was learning. 

As he came to, the history teacher Mr Hopkins had said: “It would seem Lloyd, that you’re just too 
tall for my room.” And with that, Lloyd was known by all at school, from the pupils in the playground 
to the teachers in the staff room, as Too Tall Lloyd. 

And so Lloyd’s life meandered along for a time, a mix of long numbed days, punctured only by food 
and and half-hearted attempts at homework, just managing the bare minimum to scrape by with 
minimal interference from teachers. Just scraping by as teenage life sauntered past with a pubescent 
swagger; as his peers where having first experiences with booze, drugs and the opposite sex, Lloyd 
was to engrossed with growing to notice. 

With a new school year came change and the start of year 10 brought a new pupil into the school, 
John Bradshaw. New to the area, the rumours were rife that he’d been expelled from two schools 
already, the last one following an attack on the headmaster. 

But being new didn’t stop John Bradshaw from instantly imposing himself on the rest of the year and 
interfere with lives that had grown up together. From the first day he was all lip and jip, attitude and 
aggravation, a one-child crusade against organised education. An early developer himself, John just 
scrapped six feet tall and was used to being the biggest fish in the pond and wasn’t afraid to tell 
people that he was. 

Because of this he predictably took an instant dislike to Lloyd if only because of his height: John 
was accustomed to being the tallest tree in the wood. From almost day one, John was over-friendly 
with Lloyd, sitting next to him in lessons, trying to talk to him, share jokes and stories and ideas, 
seeing how the land lay and trying to manipulate Lloyd to his advantage. John took Lloyd’s taciturn 
nature as a threat; it was as if Lloyd’s aloofness was an affront to his own machismo. Having not 
grown up with Lloyd and his troubles, and being too self-absorbed to read more into Lloyd’s 
situation, John sensed that Lloyd was vulnerable and no threat to him but he still needed to be made 
an example of to prove to his new audience that he was top dog. 
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It started with the verbal taunts and subtle knuckle-punches to the arms and deadlegs, done jokingly 
at first but filled with sting and venom. Compared to the incessant burning pain in his bones, the 
physical attention was only a minor irritation to Lloyd. However, the extra attention made it difficult 
to concentrate on ignoring the pain. 

At this point Lloyd was touching six feet eight inches tall with no respite obvious. It had been a long, 
difficult summer, which Lloyd had mostly spent led on the floor in the front room (he was much too 
long to lie on the couch). Even eating as much as he could didn’t keep the pain at bay as it once had, 
and neither did it make Lloyd grow in any way except up. Still painfully thin, Lloyd was no match 
physically for John's stocky build. 

About six weeks into the term on a breezy, grey October day, the first real skirmish in the one-sided 
war between John and Lloyd happened. 

It occurred during morning break in the year 10 locker area. Lloyd was taking out one of the three 
packed lunch boxes his mum prepared for him every day when Bradshaw sauntered up and tried to 
snatch the box from Lloyd’s grasp but Lloyd wasn’t giving up his oral analgesic without a struggle. As 
the wrestle for the lunch box began, “No” was all a scared Lloyd could say to his unwanted 
opponent. Like a junkie, he was scared of losing his fix, frightened that his pain relief was being 
taken from him so Lloyd held on tightly while John pulled at the container; what Lloyd gave away in 
strength he made up for with grasp. 

“Let you go you lanky twat. No-one can eat all you do in one day, I just want to see what you got,” 
said John. But Lloyd would do no such thing. The commotion had attracted a small crowd around the 
locker area. John started trying to jerk the box, trying to break Lloyd’s glue-like grasp, but Lloyd’s 
massive hands were so large that his grip was absolute and his hands swamped the box. 

Sensing he wasn’t going to win this round, John pulled back sharply and as hard as he could so all of 
Lloyd’s weight was over the box, then let go suddenly, sending his opponent stumbling backwards 
into the lockers and falling backside first to the floor. Lloyd’s grasp on the box was lost and it fell to 
the tiles below and John quickly picked it up before Lloyd could react. He removed the lid and 
peered inside. An exaggerated look of disgust came across John Bradshaw’ face. “Tuna butties. Is 
that it? I fuckin’ ‘ate tuna,” he said. 

He then emptied the contents of the lunch box on the floor in front of a horrified Lloyd, squashing 
them with the heels of his shoes. Lloyd stared forlornly at the bready mess on the tiled floor, 
wondering how he would last the day with one of his meals gone. Bradshaw laughed at Lloyd and let 
fly with the container. 

From the edge of his vision, Lloyd saw the lunchbox arrowing towards him and turned his head to 
one side. The corner of the solid plastic container caught the side of his head where cheekbone met 
forehead. Lloyd winced and put his hand to his face immediately, feeling a sharp little lump forming 
the edge of the box connected with Lloyd’s face. John Bradshaw was laughing as he watched. 

The bell sounded, marking the end of the skirmish as well as the break. The mass of pupils that had 
gathered to watch swiftly and noisily emptied the corridors like bathwater gurgling down the plug 
hole. 

“I don’t know why you take his nonsense, Lloyd.” The words came from Joanne Stills, a pretty brace-
wearing girl who Lloyd had known since primary school when they'd been friendly. But as with 
everyone else, Lloyd had grown apart, his extreme introversion withering all friendships. 
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“Look at you, sat there, feeling sorry for yourself, like you’re the only one with problems. We all have 
to deal with growing up, y’know. Just because your issues are more obvious than everyone else’s it 
doesn’t mean you have to shut yourself off,” she added. 

Lloyd was unsure what to say, he remembered being friends with Joanne and how she was kind but 
knew how to stand up for herself. He couldn’t remember the last time he’d spoken to her, so he 
defaulted to his stock position and said nothing. 

Joanne shook her head and let out a small sigh. Before walking off, she said: “You need to start 
looking after yourself if you’re going to do anything other than grow.” With that she left Lloyd to the 
lockers. 

The corridor was empty now, the classroom doors had closed and the noise of transient students 
was encased behind breeze-block, wood, and toughened safety glass. Lloyd led down on the tiled 
floor and the cold ceramic was comforting on the expanding welt on his head. The adrenalin surge 
had slowed but provided a euphoric relief; Lloyd enjoyed the lull in the aches and pains this brought 
and soaked up the endorphin- high. 

He stayed with his head on the floor, swimming in the silence and the new perspective this view was 
offering him. He wondered what life would be like to be so small. A life in miniature, ant-sized and 
immune from what was happening up at his current level. No worries about banging your head in a 
world designed for people much shorter than yourself. So much space to see with no feeling of being 
hemmed in under a classroom desk, standing awkwardly in ill-fitting PE kit, or sitting inelegantly on a 
toilet designed for normal people. 

… 

At home on the sofa sat Grandad James, where he was every Thursday when Lloyd came home from 
school. He was Catherine’s father and would mind the house and make Lloyd’s tea each week as 
Catherine worked late at her branch of high-street chemist. 

While Grandad James very much loved his daughter and his grandson, he never quite approved of 
some of the big decisions that Catherine had made with her life, though he had never come out and 
say it. His disapproval came through gesture and sigh; a slight shake of the head or an exhaling of air 
at a critical moment. Catherine was just like her late mother had been: a chatterbox and a double 
checker – she’d always ask twice if you wanted something, just to make sure. Grandad James 
thought he saw more of himself in Lloyd, but it was so hard to get through to the boy that it was 
difficult to tell. He did see much of Lloyd’s father in him but had never told him this as talk of Lloyd’s 
father had been banned by Catherine when it was apparent he wasn’t coming back, placed on a high 
shelf and forgotten about. 

However, seeing Lloyd retreating into himself so much over the last few years, maybe Lloyd did need 
a father-figure in his life who could get more of a response from the child. James had barely heard 
ten words from Lloyd in the last six months and was at a loss about how to fix this. 

“Afternoon Lloyd. How was school?” chirped Grandad James, as Lloyd dropped his school bag in the 
front room. 

“OK” muttered Lloyd as he stripped off his coat whilst wandering to the kitchen and setting upon 
some cereal, trying to avoid showing his Grandad the welt on his face from today’s scrap. Grandad 
James followed him into the kitchen with his newspaper opened at the crossword. 
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As ever he tried to involve Lloyd: “Can you help me with this crossword clue – a clean flight through 
evergreens – two words, six and five.” He looked up for a reaction from Lloyd, who was sat at the 
kitchen table, demolishing a bowl of cereal and saw the lump on his face. 

“What happened to you?” asked Grandad. 

After not getting a response, he asked again, “What happened, Lloyd?” 

By now, Lloyd had stopped chewing and was staring hard at the wall, resolute and with no response 
for his Grandad. 

“Have you been fighting?” 

Still no response came. 

The frustrations of watching this kid growing up in an adult body became too much for Grandad 
James. He put the newspaper down and sat at a chair, sighing a little as he did so. Running a hand 
through his thinning hair, he repositioned his fine comb-over. 

“Lloyd, I know you won’t tell me what happened and I’m sure it’s nothing, but you need to know 
that things need to change round here. Though she won’t tell you, your mother needs a life for 
herself, she can’t spend her entire life looking after you...” 

Lloyd interrupted the lecture by scraping back his chair across the lino and quickly leaving the 
kitchen for his bedroom. After he heard a slam from the bedroom door, Grandad James shook his 
head to no-one in particular and picked up the newspaper. After a short glance, he wrote ‘spruce 
goose’ into the crossword. 

 

Part 3 
John Bradshaw’s reign of terror continued past Christmas and into the New Year and without fail, 
Lloyd continued to ignore any provocation that came his. After a while John moved onto other 
targets where he would get more of a response, such as members of the chess club and Tim the 
stutterer. However, Lloyd was always there as a visible and obvious target if the need arose. 

Sometime in February, Lloyd woke up as usual before school and set about his usual, he stumbled 
downstairs for his breakfast. As usual the cereal was all laid for him and he set to them with a slight 
smile on his face. Maybe it was just taking a bit longer to kick in but the pain didn’t seem so bad 
today. Instead of the usual shovelling, Lloyd spent a bit longer with his breakfast than normal, he 
looked out of the kitchen window and into the back garden, noticing a blackbird scratching around 
the crumbs at the foot of the bird table. A few daffodil nibs were poking through next door’s lawn 
and it seemed an unusually bright morning. 

Up in the shower and there was still no sign of the dull pain, no burning in the bones or aches in the 
joints. Sitting in the shower, enjoying the morning, he hummed a few bars of what he thought was a 
Stevie Wonder song, liking his seat in the bath so much, he decided to use some of mum’s 
conditioner to see what it was like. The scent of Jojoba filled the room. Lloyd wasn't impressed. 
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“Lloyd will you hurry up,” came the shout through the door. “You’re going to be late at this rate,” 
said his Mum. 

Lloyd bounded out of the bathroom with his towel around his waist. “Sorry Mum, got carried away 
with the conditioner,” said Lloyd. 

Catherine was mildly taken aback with  Lloyd's unusual exuberance. It was one of the longest things 
he’d said in months but she was so busy with her morning routine that she didn’t really take it in. 

In registration that morning, Lloyd answered with a clear ‘here Miss’ to his name. As usual, everyone 
else ignored Lloyd, everyone except Joanne Stills, who, with her now straight teeth, looked up to 
check the new voice in the classroom. A smile tried to waltz on her lips as she noticed it was Lloyd, 
but she caught it, blushed slightly, and checked around the classroom to see if anyone had noticed. 

By the end of the day, Lloyd was strangely tired and weary, but happy. Normally the pain meant he 
slept in fits and starts, sleep dotted with nightmares and tangles with the sheets.  But that night he 
slept like a baby. The next day started the same as the previous, only Lloyd passed on the 
conditioner. At school he even put his hand up to answer a question about Howard Hughes in Mr 
Hopkins’ history class, causing a mild snort of surprise from the teacher. 

After a pain-free week, Lloyd was beginning to think it was all over, and he was right. So with his 
height topping out at an impressive six feet eleven inches, Lloyd stopped growing at age 15. But 
being true to himself, he kept it all quiet. 

Now the growing pains were in remission he started seeing what was happening in his world. He was 
a good few years behind on social development but he found his natural disposition turned from 
sullenness to openness, putting his hand up in class, walking with his head up and a purposeful 
stride. 

He still ate the same amount of food, greedily polishing off whatever was put in front of him. But 
now, instead of it adding to his height, he added much needed bulk and muscle, filling out his 
clothes so they fitted as they should. At night he had started doing as many press-up and sit-ups as 
he could, burning off the excess energy he had and making his muscles flex and work. 

Spring came and went and the long, warm school days of June stretched on, promising so much for 
the summer. While Lloyd had begun finding his feet in the classroom, John Bradshaw was tearing up 
the rule book. In May, he’d been suspended from school for three days after being found smoking in 
the toilets. He was routinely in detention and routinely didn’t attend. Every day was a battle for him, 
fighting against teachers, learning, uniform, the system. He still liked to assert his power over 
everyone but wasn’t so oblivious as to not notice Lloyd emerging from his hermit’s retreat. 

It was the last day of June. Lloyd was sat on a patch of grass, his long legs stretched out in front of 
him and his hands behind him, supporting his body on his arms. He had his face tilted toward the 
sun, eyes closed to it’s brightness but soaking up the warmth like a guillemot on a rock. 

A football caught Lloyd squarely in the chest, though he barely flinched. Suddenly, the warm sun was 
blocked and someone kicked at one his arms, hoping to knock him off balance but Lloyd was strong 
enough to keep it planted. 
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“Look at you, you fag. Sat in the sun on your own, like a loser with no mates.” It could only have 
been John Bradshaw. 

“Go away, John,” said Lloyd, purposefully. “I just want to eat my lunch.” 

“What lunch?” said Bradshaw, who swung a boot at the lunch box at Lloyd’s side, sending the 
contents spraying in an arc over the playground. Like vultures around a fresh kill, a crowd of pupils 
instantly appeared around them, smelling an altercation. 

Lloyd let out a sigh and made to stand up. As he was half way through the manoeuvre, Bradshaw 
jumped at him, knocking them both to the ground. 

Bradshaw started thumping at Lloyd’s stomach, but Lloyd soaked up the brief onslaught before 
putting his massive right hand in Bradshaw’s face and brushed him off like a crumb from his jumper. 
This enraged Bradshaw further, who could sense his ‘cock of the year’ title slipping, his period of 
infamy nearing an end. He rushed at Lloyd, grabbing at his shirt and ripping buttons from it, leaving 
his tie flapping around his neck and the rest of the shirt wide open, revealing a heavily muscled 
torso. 

The crowd gasped audibly at this first glimpse of Lloyd's muscular, fat-less physique. Why had no-
one noticed the stork-like physique grow into a credible hulk? Lloyd now weighed in at around 17 
stone; Bradshaw gave away about five stone and ten inches. Lloyd began to feel a new sensation; 
anger, and the blood rising into his head from the annoyed rage at this unnecessary nuisance who 
had ripped his shirt. 

Bradshaw came at him again but this time Lloyd was ready and caught him with one hand, lifting him 
high off the ground by his scrunched up shirt. Bradshaw’s feet wheeled for a surface to stand on like 
Wile E. Coyote chasing after the Roadrunner. A look of genuine terror was there for all to see in the 
bully’s eyes, his reign of terror had been broken and the hold he had over everyone was now over. 

Lloyd looked Bradshaw in the eyes. “Enough” was the only word he said  before nonchalantly tossing 
his attacker to one side. Bradshaw fell smartly on his arse, tears welling in his eyes, and was left 
shouting obscenities at Lloyd, obscenities that no-one heard. All eyes and ears were now on Lloyd, 
who despite his abnormal height had been so silent and unnoticed for so long, that they wondered 
how they’d never seen how magnificent he’d become. 

Lloyd tried to put his shirt back together but seeing that the buttons had been ripped off, fished 
around in his bag for his PE shirt, removing his ruined school shirt in the process. The gathered pupils 
were slack jawed at the sight of the man mountain now in front of them, their eyes hypnotised by 
the mass of muscle on show. 

Lloyd suddenly became aware that he was the focus of attention. He hurriedly put his t-shirt on and 
gathered his belongings as best he could and started walking away, parting the sea of onlookers. 

“Lloyd, wait,” Joanne Stills shouted after him, “you’ve forgotten your lunchbox.” 

Lloyd stopped and turned round to take the container from Joanne, both of them blushing as their 
fingers touched in the handover. “Thank you,” said Lloyd, sensing for the first time that change had 
come. 
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--- 

Catherine was putting the washing on that night and picked up Lloyd’s ripped shirt from the basket. 
She’d been paying more attention to the upturn in Lloyd’s moods recently, but hadn’t want to delve 
too deeply in case it didn’t last. Now seeing the state of his school clothing, she was worried he 
might be in trouble. 

“Lloyd!” she yelled up the stairs. “Get down here this minute!” 

Lloyd bounded down the stairs with the enthusiasm of a young spaniel, taking them three at a time 
and jumped into the kitchen, as always making sure not to catch his head on the doorframe. 

“What’s happened to this shirt? If you’ve been fighting at school then you’re in serious trouble,” said 
Catherine with a fury. 

“I can explain...” 

Catherine interrupted: “You better had and quickly.” 

Lloyd could see his mum was seething, he'd never seen her so angry before. He did the first that 
came into his head to calm her down. 

He took a step forward and picked up his Mum, pinning her arms against her side, and holding her so 
she was at his eye level. 

Catherine gave a little shriek at being lifted so high, but on seeing the smile on Lloyd’s face, laughed 
as he carried her high off the ground, her head brushing against the ceiling light fitting. 

“Don’t worry Mum, it was nothing and it’s all been sorted now. There’ll be no more problems.” 

With that he twirled his bemused but laughing Mum around his bedroom. 

“Let me down you big bully,” his Mum joked, swimming in the smile on Lloyd’s beaming face and the 
laughter in his eyes. 


